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Generally,  ERP are  assumed  to  be generated by a  set  of 
sources   inside   the   brain.   In   order   to   extract   these   hidden 

















to  extract   the  same kind of   information as  by  conventional 
techniques,   within   several   time   windows,   that   are   detected 
automatically.  Thus,   the   activity  map   and   the   sources   may 
change over time.
Our   algorithm   is   based   on   a   continuous   hidden   Markov 
model (HMM) while, in contrast to previous studies, here we 
propose   to   use   probabilistic   PCA   analyzers   instead   of 
Gaussian  components.  The HMM segments   time­series   into 
time­windows.   Each  time­window  is   modeled   by   a 
probabilistic PCA analyzer.
This model has been set up within a Bayesian framework. 
Therefore,  with appropriate  prior  probabilities,  an automatic 
relevance determination (ARD) mechanism infers the number 
of   PCA   analyzers   and,   for   each   analyzer,   the   number   of 
dimensions (i.e.   the number  of  hidden sources)   [1][2].  This 
approach tends to avoid overfitting. Moreover, The inference 











As   expected,   the   time­series  was   split   into   several   parts. 
Interestingly,   these   parts   were   correlated   to   several   known 
ERP   components.   Furthermore,   the   different   activity   maps 
extracted   by   each   PCA   analyzer   correspond   to   possible 
activated areas on the scalp for the observed task.
IV.CONCLUSION





to   assess   the   correlation   of   inferred   transitions   and   ERP 
components.   Future   work   is   also   concentrated   on   the 
robustness of the model w.r.t. to the number of trials used.
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